
SWEET DREAMS: A GUIDE TO THE BEST 
NIGHTSTAND GUN SAFES  
 

Have you at any point woken up amidst the night since you thought somebody was endeavoring to 

break into your home? It tends to be completely terrifying. The exact opposite thing you need is to be 

lethargically filtering through your closet spaces, powerless to rapidly get to your gun since it's not 

securely put away in a Nightstand Gun Safe.  

It's likewise critical that you decide whether the individual everywhere is in reality an interloper and not 

a relative. When you do discover that the gatecrasher is unquestionably an outcast, right now is an ideal 

opportunity to act rapidly and carefully.  

On the off chance that you have a trusty handgun close by or even better at your bedside, your 

approaching apprehension can be supplanted by boldness — you currently realize that you and your 

friends and family will be sheltered and secured. In any case, while having a weapon in or on your end 

table can be significant, it's essential to keep it bolted up and prepared for quick access.  

WHY BUY A NIGHTSTAND GUN SAFE?  

For a certain something, end table weapon safes are exceptionally intended to permit you brisk, simple 

stockpiling and quick access to your firearms and resources. Second, there are a few models out there 

that are somewhat eye engaging and can highlight your environment.  

Also, third, most end table safes currently come furnished with an illuminated LED light, which makes 

opening them out of the loop a breeze.  

End table safes are additionally littler, so get to is speedier rather than a vast safe which can be hard to 

open. Stowing away and securing your weapons at your house is unfavorable and having your firearm 

good to go when you need it most can be the distinction among life and passing.  

TIP: If you pick a safe in this littler size range, you can utilize it for double purposes, for example, putting 

away it in your vehicle.  

HOW TO CHOOSE?  

The facts confirm that picking an end table safe for your handgun can be tedious. There's such a great 

amount to consider in the present market, just as numerous decisions accessible in all unique value 

ranges.  

It tends to overwhelm and simple to pick the wrong sheltered. Surely nobody needs to do that — the 

results can be deadly.  

Recorded beneath are some essential criteria to enable you to settle on the smartest choice for your 

next safe:  



Snappy access: One to two seconds and no more  

Sufficient space: Enough space to hold a full estimated handgun  

 

Solid: Having a weapon safe that is 100% dependable for the occasions you won't be completely alert  

Mountable: Make beyond any doubt the safe is little enough to be mounted in a storage room or a 

bedside cabinet so it's harder to access for youngsters and cheats  

For your benefit, we've arranged a rundown of three extraordinary options for end table firearm safes, 

starting with our best pick. This will give you all that you have to make an educated, very much arranged 

and well-thoroughly considered choice.  

 

1. Fortification KNOX HANDGUN SAFE (TOP CHOICE ) 

Fortification Knox has worked ceaselessly to convey the absolute best items to its clients for a long time. 

Moreover, they have made industry-setting upgrades over the majority of their firearm safes. These 

achievements just as their perfect notoriety separates them of the challenge.  

The Fort Knox organization has long periods of involvement in the firearm safe business and offer their 

clients exceptional guarantees. They will likewise fix or supplant any safe with flame, thievery or flood 

harm, just as paint and lock harm. This superb guarantee keeps Fort Knox clients fulfilled and returning 

for additional. 

In case you're searching for a staggeringly intense safe that is just about as difficult to break into, well … 

Fort Knox, this is the one for you. The Fort Knox Simplex Handgun Safe is stripped down, no extravagant 

accessories, simply fundamental and basically tough.  

Made of thick steel dividers, this firearm safe highlights a completely welded 10-check steel body 

development, which is basically wonderful at the cost. Furthermore, as expressed above, it doesn't 

accompany all the too cool innovation highlights of firearm safes today. This one doesn't require 

batteries. Just impeccable!  

Another incredible component of a Fort Knox Handgun Safe is the way that it accompanies Simplex push 

catch blend get to. Basic, simple to utilize and set up, this locking framework isn't spring initiated so 

coincidentally dropping the safe on the ground won't make the protected entryway open.  

Picture of Fort Knox Gun Safe  

With the Simplex catch blend framework, you can be ensured fast access with no biometric or battery 

control glitches. Insurance of your handgun is exact on the grounds that this safe is fixed with foam 

within.  

The froth offers help and doesn't enable your weapon to move around in the firearm safe which is 

dependably an or more.  



Likewise, the base of the firearm safe offers four pre-bored gaps for mounting your safe safely to a story 

or divider.  

 

WHAT NOISE?  

There's no electronic framework with this safe, accordingly there's no compelling reason to stress over a 

caution or any blaring commotions. The Fort Knox Simplex Handgun Safe additionally includes a gas 

swagger which helps in opening of the weapon safe, so it's peaceful. Another extraordinary advantage!  

Highlights  

 Simplex push catch mix get to  

 10-check tough steel development  

 Thick steel dividers  

 Froth lining offers assurance and enables the firearm to be secure set up  

 Compact and can be moved around fairly effectively  

 Four pre-penetrated openings for simple mounting  

 Pry-safe top  

 Simple set up  

 Fits two handguns  

 Lifetime guarantee 
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